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step-by-step instructions + tips

THE GREAT HUNT (24”x12”)

1 Select Classic White cardstock as your layout base. Trim two 
12” x 3.5” pieces of All Positive paper and adhere (aqua 
side) across layout, 4” from top edge.

2 Trim four .75” x 12” pieces of Blooming Blossoms paper and 
adhere (pink gingham side) above and below aqua paper. 
Trim four .25” x 12” pieces of Amelia paper and adhere 
(stripe side) over the seams between pink gingham and 
aqua papers.

3 Trim three 3” x 4” pieces of My Happy paper (pink side). 
Trim two 3” x 4” pieces of Life is Good paper (yellow side) 
Trim a 3” x 4” piece of Hello paper (text side). Adhere six 
2.5” x 3” photos to these pieces; set aside.

4 Trim a 3” x 4” piece of Hello paper. Select aqua Fancy Pants 
tag and adhere to text side of paper. Locate pink acrylic bird 
and Maya Road flower clip and adhere to tag as shown. 

5 Trim two 3” x .5” pieces of white cardstock; notch one end 
to create banner. Mount banners on Berrylicious cardstock 
and trim out, leaving a .125” border. With black ink and 

the “#easter” and “#spring” stamps, stamp words onto 
banners. Adhere to lower part of aqua tag. Embellish 
banners with aqua hearts from Fancy Pants puffy stickers. 

6 Trim a 3” x 4” piece of Hello paper. Select the “Dreams” 
tag and adhere a 2.5” x 1” piece of Berrylicious cardstock 
behind the cut out letters. Trim a 2.5” x .25” piece of Amelia 
paper and adhere (stripe side) across tag. Adhere tag to 
Hello paper piece.

DESIGN TIP: If your layout includes a lot of elements, keep them 

all the same size to easily organize their arrangement. Here, Stacy’s 

elements all measure 3x4.

step-by-step instructions + sketch

    (cont’d)
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7 Using black ink and the bunny stamp, stamp image on 
white cardstock. Add glitter glue, if desired, and trim out. 
Using black ink, stamp tail and bow tie on Passionate 
cardstock and trim out. Cut a 2” circle from Fountain 
cardstock. Assemble bunny as shown and adhere 
to cardstock circle. Adhere assembled piece to 
center of "Dreams" tag.

8 Cut all of the 3” x 4” cards from Journaling 
Cards paper. Cut a yellow pom pom from May 
Arts trim. Adhere with liquid adhesive to the 
sun on “Sunny Days” card.

9 Gather the journaling cards, matted photos, 
and assembled cards and adhere across layout as 
shown; 1.25” from top and bottom edges of layout.

0 Select white banner Fancy Pants tag and adhere 
horizontally across top of the third photo on bottom row. 
Locate the “smile” Fancy Pants puffy sticker and adhere to 
banner. Select the pink acrylic flower and adhere to the left 
of sticker with a glue dot.

 Select white Doodlebug letters stickers to spell out title. 
Apply across layout between the rows of photos.

 Fussy cut three butterflies (red, green and pink) from the 
Beaming Butterflies paper. Adhere around title as shown. 
Embellish butterfly centers with Doodlebug sprinkles. 
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TODAY (12”x12”)

1 Select Olivia paper as your layout base. 
Select Sparkling Stripe paper and 
with the stripe side facing up, make a 
diagonal cut from upper right corner, 
stopping 3.5” from bottom left corner. 
Punch 8 holes along each side of the cut, 
1” apart. With the green side of paper 
facing up, thread white May Arts ribbon 
through holes and tie ends in a bow. 

2 Adhere the Sparkling Stripe paper (green side up) to the 
Olivia paper (blue side up). Turn back corners of striped 
paper and adhere with strong adhesive.

3 Fussy-cut 12 butterflies from Beaming Butterflies paper. 
Use a small butterfly punch to punch 7 butterflies from 
Berrylicious cardstock. Adhere butterflies in the exposed 
corner and embellish centers with Doodlebug sprinkles.

4 Cut two 12” x 1” pieces of Blooming Blossoms paper. 
Adhere (floral side and pink gingham side) across bottom of 
the page. Cut 12” x .5” piece of Beaming Butterflies paper 
and adhere (yellow dot side) to cover seam. Adhere a 12” 
piece of pom-pom trim as shown.

5 Trim a 1” x 3.5” piece of Beaming Butterflies paper and 
adhere (yellow dot side) in upper left corner, 1.5” from top 
edge and .25” from left edge. 

6 Matte a 5” x 3.5” photo and two 2.5” x 3.5” photos on Berry 
Blush cardstock, leaving .125” of cardstock border. Adhere 
to layout as shown.

7 Use the exclusive kit cut files to electronically cut “Today” 
from Passionate cardstock, approximately 5” wide. Adhere 
above photo in upper left corner. Use a glue dot to adhere 
blue acrylic bird to left of title.

8 Using black ink, stamp “WHO”, “WHAT”, “WHEN” and 
“WHERE” on white cardstock. Add journaling and cut into 
strips. Adhere under large photo, then add a Doodlebug 
sprinkle to the left of each strip.

9 Using black ink, stamp “Be you” on white cardstock, cut 
into a banner shape, and adhere blue acrylic flower and 
Doodlebug sprinkle to the banner. Using dimensional 
adhesive, adhere banner to the left of bottom photos as 
shown.  

0 Select red hearts and blue swirl from Fancy Pants puffy 
stickers. Adhere them on the sides of the two smaller 
photos as shown.  

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step instructions + tips
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1 Trim an 8.5” x 5.5” piece of Fountain cardstock. Score and 
fold in half with opening to right. 

2 Trim a 4” x 5.25” piece of Darcy paper, with the lines 
running horizontally across the shorter side. Use pink and 
blue embroidery thread to stitch along the printed lines.

3 Adhere stitched piece to center of card base.

4 Locate the “fantastic” and yellow heart from the Fancy 
Pants puffy stickers and adhere to front of card as shown.

5 Select the “job!” Doodlebug letter stickers. Apply gold 
glitter glue to stickers. Once dry, adhere to front of card.

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step instructions + tips

FANTASTIC JOB CARD (4.25”x5.5”)

DESIGN TIP: Stitching can add a big impact to a simple card! Try adding this tactile element along the printed design of the 

background paper..
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Check your email for the link to download these  
exclusive Sunny Days electronic cut files!

   ONLINE BONUS

designer & cut files
 Q U A R T E R L Y  K R A F T  K I T S

As April showers give way to May flowers, 
we’re working hard on the SCT Delivered  

summer kits. Be sure to check the website on 
 June 1, 2016 for the kit reveal!

Stacy Cohen
lives in Los Angeles with 

her husband and two 

daughters, as well as two 

cats and two dogs. She 

work part-time as an insur-

ance agent, specializing in 

health and life insurance.   

Stacy started scrapbooking in September of 2004 

when her girls were little because she wanted to 

preserve all the precious memories. Scrapbooking 

has been her creative outlet over the years, and she 

has developed a signature scrapbooking style that is 

flowery and feminine.

When she isn’t scrapping, Stacy fosters dogs for a 

local rescue group, reads mystery novels and enjoys 

embarrassing her daughters with her hip-hop dance 

moves.

See more of Stacy’s work at:

www.stacycohen.blogspot.com


